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ABSTRACT 

We present an approach to the Bogolubov group for a Klein-Gordon field on 
a curved background, based on the structure of the space of solutions of the 
field equation and on a simple notation which makes the structure available 
more transparent than in usual approaches. This suggests a modified formalism 
for quantizing fields on a curved background. Creation and annihilation oper
ators are replaced by a single, "universal'1 object, from which observables may 
be constructed by means of certain projectors giving the appropriate creation 
and annihilation parts. The problem of defining vacua and particles is then re
duced to the dynamics of these piojectors, based on the Bogolubov group. We 
then apply this approach to calculations of particle creation rates using a known 
general, abstract prescription for associating vacua to spacelike hypersuvfaces. 
Finally, we conclude with some remarks on the implementation of the adiabatic 
approximation method in our approach and on a new geometrical framework for 
quantization on a curved background. 

* On leave from: Institute of Physics, Jagellonian University, Reymonta 4, 30-059 Cracow, 
Poland. 



1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

One of the major difficulties one encounters right away in quantizing a (linear) 

field theory on a curved background is that of defining the notion of particle. 

Mathematically this means that, when we try to set up a Fock space for the 

theory, there is generally no natural way of finding a complete set of solutions of 

the field equations to which we can associate creation (or annihilation) operators, 

i.e. finding modes which we can quantize. 

In the attempts to solve this problem, the goal has been to find the "most 

natural" mode decomposition of fields associated with each Cauchy surface E in 

a given foliation of space-time. Various different prescriptions have been given 

for finding such decompositions, each one attempting to reproduce some features 

of the usual quantum field theory in Minkowski space that intuitively one would 

like to preserve (for reviews of these methods, containing many references, 6ee 

e.g. [1] or [2]). None of these prescriptions has been fully successful, and only for 

cases with special symmetries, like Minkowski space or stationary space-times, do 

we have generally accepted definitions of particle. One reaction to this situation 

is that it is only meaningful to talk of the particle content of a field in the 

approximately flat regions of the asymptotic past or future of a given space-

time, if they exist, e.g. in a scattering situation. It is certainly true that our 

physical measurements are carried out in the asymptotic regions, and it would 

not be reasonable to try to attach an observational significance to notions of 

particle defined in regions of rapidly changing geometry. However, the particle 

notion given by a mode decomposition of a field is a nonlocal one, which only 

claims to be an intermediate step in the prediction of detector measurements 

(for the latter one needs to add a model for the detector itself, and its coupling 

to the field), but it is on the other hand a necessary notion in the canonical 

quantization of the field. We thus feel it might be interesting to study further the 

question of field decompositions and Fock space definitions for arbitrary Cauchy 

surfaces for the understanding of the quantization procedure itself, and especially 
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if a geometrical formalism can be set up which takes naturally into account the 
hypersurface dependance of these definitions, and is general enough to be used 
to gain some insight even into situations like field quantization on a topology-
changing background. 

One can thus find different mode decompositions by using different prescrip
tions, by considering different Cauchy surfaces belonging to a given foliation 
(a time evolution problem), or different ways of foliating space-time around a 
given Cauchy surface (a change of observer problem). For any two mode de
compositions, i.e. any two bases for the space of fields, one can ask about the 
relationship between the quantum descriptions of the field. It may happen that 
the two Hilbert spaces are unitarily equivalent; they can then be effectively iden
tified, and one can look for the relationship between physical quantities given 
by the two descriptions using a Bogolubov transformation [3] on this Hilbert 
space. If the two spaces are unitarily inequivalent, the relationship between the 
two descriptions is a mathematically ill-posed question, but one can formally 
still define a Bogolubov transformation and give a physical interpretation to the 
infinities which appear in the formalism. Most of this paper will deal with Bogol
ubov transformations, without making any attempt at mathematical ligor, and 
assuming that all transformations are well-defined. 

In section 2, we summarize a geometric approach to the notion of a quantum 
description of a Klein-Gordon scalar field; this approach U well-known, and wr 
shall follow mainly ref. [4] in the presentation (but see also [5]). In sections 3 
and 4, respectively, we set up a useful matrix notation into which the content 
of section 2 is translated, and we use this formalism to treat general Bogolubov 
transformations. Some of the ideas used here can be found in a similar form in 
previous work by other authors (besides the already mentioned reviews, see in 
particular Hajicek [6], and the more mathematically oriented papers by Ruijse-
naars [7] and Panangaden [8]). However, our way of introducing the Bogolubov 
group, which uses the geometrical framework of section 2 and is then shown to be 
equivalent to the usual one, seems to be new, as well as the consistent use of the 
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matrix notation, which allows us to rewrite equations in a simple and elegant way, 

and to join creation and annihilation operators into a single basic object. Section 

5 specializes the discussion to one-parameter families of Bogolubov transforma

tions: we introduce the corresponding infinitesimal generators and give them a 

dynamical interpretation. These generators turn out to be particularly useful 

in section 6, where we apply the above discussion to a specific proposal for the 

relationship between bases of modes for the Klein-Gordon field associated with 

different spacelike hyp-xsurfaces in space-time, by treating a foliation of space-

time as giving rise to a one-parameter family of Bogolubov transformations. This 

allows us to relate the rate of particle creation at a given surface in the foliation to 

an infinitesimal generator of the Bogolubov group. A couple of simple examples 

are also given. 

The prescription we will take to illustrate our formalism is one version of 

the so-called Hamiltonian diagonalization methods, the one given by Ashtekar 

and Magnon [4]. These methods have some drawbacks. First of all, as pointed 

out by Fulling [9], Hamiltonian diagonalization does not give by itself a unique 

prescription (although this problem is not present in the proposal by Ashtekar 

and Magnon). Furthermore, even when the particle creation rate predicted by 

some version of Hamiltonian diagonalization is finite, and the transformations are 

thus mathematically well-defined, this creation rate is often unreasonably large 

[10]. Nevertheless, the proposal in [4] offers a good illustration for our purposes, 

and it is interesting to translate the abstract prescription of the proposal into 

concrete examples of calculations. 

At least equally interesting as the above application of our formalism would 

be to apply it to the adiabatic approximation method of defining vacua. Some 

comments on this possibility are given in section 7, together with other concluding 

remarks. In particular, we outline a geometrical setting for quantization on a 

curved background, to which we are naturally lead by our framework, and which 

incorporates the dependance of the definition of particle on the Cauchy surface, 

mentioned above as motivating our work. 
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We will use the following conventions. The signature of the space-time metric 

will be (—, + , + , +); the symbol * will denote complex conjugation when applied 

to a complex number, and Hermitian conjugation when applied to an operator 

on a Hilbert space, while a dagger ' denotes the matrix adjoint (which includes 

the action of * if the matrix elements are complex numbers or operators), and r 

stands for matrix transpose. We will use units for which h = c = 1. 

2. T H E SPACE OF KLEIN-GORDON FIELDS 

Let us fix a globally hyperbolic space-time manifold (M,g) and consider the 

vector space V of all smooth real scalar fields <f>, falling off sufficiently fast at 

infinity to make the various integrals we will define finite, and satisfying the 

Klein-Gordon equation (V aV„ - m 2 + iR)(f> — 0. This space has a natural 

(indefinite) inner product, the Klein-Gordon inner product 

(*,*') :=iyVv t t*'dS', (2.1) 

where E is any Cauchy surface in M. This defines also a (weakly non-degenerate) 

symplectic structure 

<*(*, <!>') •= I 4? V.«V dS° = - i # , 4>') (2.2) 

on V, which can be thus considered as the phase space of histories of the scalar 

field satisfying the field equations. 

To build a quantum description of the scalar field on a Fock space 7, based 

on a one-particle Hilbert space H which is just a copy of the space V, we need 

to define a Hermitian (i.e. sesquilinear positive-definite) inner product on V. If 

1 It if fimplest in many calculation! and physically reasonable, in particular in the massless 
case, to tt»e the conforrnal coupling £ = {n- 2)/4(n - I), where n i§ the dimension of the 
•pace-time manifold, in the Klein-Gordon equation (see e.g. [11]). We will however treat 
the general ( case, and set ( = 0 (minimal coupling) in section 6. 
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we have a (real) complex structure J on V (i.e. a linear map J : V —• V with 
J2 = —1), compatible with the natural structure u> in the sense that 

7(* ,* ' ) : = « ( * . # ) (2.3) 

is a positive-definite inner product on V, then a Hermitian inner product can be 
denned by 

(<l>\<t>')'- = W<t>>+')+¥»M) 

Ashtekar and Magnon [4] showed that, with very reasonable requirements on the 
quantum description, all the freedom we have in constructing T is precisely the 
one in denning a complex structure satisfying (2.3). 

The eigenvalues of any complex structure are ±i, and thus in our case J 
cannot have any eigenvectors in V. However, if we extend V to all complex 
Klein-Cordon fields, we could think physically of the eigensubspaces V_ and V+, 
correspoi ding respectively to -f-i and - i , as consisting of modes with positive 
and negative frequencies, respectively. In terms of this decomposition of the 
complexified V, equation (2.3) is equivalent to requiring that 

V^€V + ,^'eV_, ( M ) > 0 , (<f>\<f>')<0, and (<f>,<j>') = 0. (2.5) 

(An alternative approach to quantization is to promote to a Hubert space only 
V+—see e.g. [12]. In this case the Hermitian inner product on H can be taken 
to be directly the Klein-Gordon inner product (2.1), but then this one-particle 
sector, no longer isomorphic to the space of real Klein-Gordon fields, will not be 
an a priori determined subspace of V. For another possibility, see also [13].) 

The mathematical statement that J allows us to define a Hermitian inner 
product on V, and thus a quantum theory, means in particular that it determines 
uniquely the vacuum state of the theory, and we can meaningfully compare the 
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vacua defined by two different complex structures, and check whether one of 

them contains particles according to the description corresponding to the other. 

A complex structure J does not introduce however enough structure on V to 

enable us to speak of pure frequencies, i.e. to pick a preferred set of modes used 

as basis for V. Nevertheless, we can write some conditions that restrict the 

possible choices of such sets of modes. 

The fact that the Klein-Gordon equation is real allows us, without loss of 

generality, to restrict our attention, as we have been doing, to real scalar fields, 

since the real and imaginary parts of a complex field would decouple. This 

remark does not apply to the individual basis modes ua themselves, which will 

be complex fields (it rather restricts the possible combinations of basis modes we 

will consider as elements of V), but it does lead to a first condition on {«„}: (i) 

we restrict our attention to the bases for which the negative frequency modes are 

the complex conjugates of the positive frequency ones, i.e. of the form {(u f c,u£)}; 

this is useful for the usual physical interpretation of a quantum field expansion in 

terms of creation and annihilation operators of the same modes. Furthermore, (ii) 

the natural structure on V picks out as preferred the bases which are orthonormal 

in the bilinear forms ( , ) or u/( , ); finally, (Hi) a complex structure J picks out 

the ones that diagonalize y( , ) as well, i.e. those made of modes which are 

eigenvectors of / . Notice that (Hi) is compatible with (i) because J is a real 

complex structure. Also, neither bases nor complex structures are natural on V, 

so if we are given a basis satisfying (i) and (ii) we can consider condition (Hi) 

as defining a complex structure (up to a sign, unless we fix it by (2.5)). For the 

existence of such bases, see e.g. hajicek [6]. 

3 . M A T R I X NOTATION 

In this section we will translate the content of section 2 into a convenient notation. 

Once we choose a basis U = { u a } for V we can expand any field $ € V as 

<f> = VA = uaaa, (3.1) 
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where A = {aa} is a column vector of coefficients belonging to a suitable infinite-
dimensional vector space A (this is actually just a copy of V, but it will be useful 
to think of it as a "space of components"), and U as a row vector. Suppose now 
that we consider just bases satisfying (i)-(ili). Because of (i), half of the modes 
in U are the complex conjugates of the others, and U is of the form (u*k u t ) , so 
any real field can be expanded in the familiar way 

4> = £ ( « * « * + <»*«*). (3-2) 
k 

while (i) itself is expressed by the fact that the action of complex conjugation on 
the basis and the coefficients is 

U* = {u*a} = US, and A' = {aa*} = 3 4 , (3.3) 

where the matrix 3 is defined by 

Condition (ii), orthonormality of U in ( , ), can be conveniently expressed 
by writing the inner product {<f>,4>') iu terms of the coefficients Aj, and Ap: 

(W) = 5 3 !°* a*' ( t t*' u*') + aka'k' (»*»**')] 
k k' 

(3.5) 

k 

where we have just used orthonormality of the basis in ( , ), and the matrix 1 is 
defined by 

! - ( - / J) (3.6) 
(here each block is actually a n o o x o o matrix, the block decomposition corre
sponding to the decomposition V = V+ © V_, and I is the unit matrix). With the 
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adjoint A := A* 1 with respect to the Klein-Gordon inner product, we can write 

Similarly, we find 

^ (3.7) 

= £(«KW*) = 4 v 

where we have used the fact that ufc (uj) is an eigenvector of J with eigenvalue 
i (—i). Thus, condition (Hi) is expressed either by (3.7) or by 

J<f>= J{UA)=iUlA, (3.8) 

which means that J can be represented in terms of its action on the frame or on 
the coefficients by a matrix J, with 

UJ = iUl or JA = \1A. (3.9) 

Notice that, as mentioned earlier, if we are given an orthonormal basis U, we 
can think of (3.8) or (3.9) as defining a complex structure compatible with u and 
such that U is automatically made of pure positive and pure negative frequency 
modes. 

To summarize, fields in V can be described by vectors A € «4, given an 
orthonormal basis U satisfying (3.3). The natural inner product ( , ) on V 
defines the indefinite inner product A^lAf, = A^A^, in (3.5) on A. Similarly, 
a complex structure J or an inner product y( , ) on V define corresponding 
structures on A; in the simple case in which J and 7 are those defined by the 
basis U, they assume on A the forms (3.9) and (3.7) respectively. 
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In the quantum theory, the ajt's become operators on T, and one defines 
the particle number operator N := J3fc a^a^. In order to express thJ3 in matrix 
notation we have to introduce objects that treat differently the positive and 
negative frequency parts of A with respect to J. This splitting of A is obtained 
by means of the projectors P + and P_ onto V+ and V_ respectively. We have 
therefore 

/ = LP+ - ii>_, (3.10) 

which becomes 1 = P + - P_ in the basis defining J. Using these projectors, it is 
easy to see that 

N = AP+A. (3.11) 

4. BOGOLUBOV TRANSFORMATIONS 

Given the conditions (i)-(iii) above on the bases of modes for a Klein-Gordon 
field, it is natural to study the group of basis transformations that preserve them. 
We can thus define the Bogolubov group as the group of transformations fi that 
take us from a basis U' to a basis U (this is for later convenience), preserving 
orthonormality in the Klein-Gordon inner product and the complex conjugation 
property (3.3). As for (3.9), we shall think of it as defining a new complex 
structure compatible with w, associated with the transformed basis. We will 
write the group action as 

V = V'n-1, A = SIA', (4.1) 

for a field <j> = UA = U'A*. Notice that, at least in the field theory context we are 
considering, ft acts on an infinite-dimensional space, and need not be invertible; 
thus ft-1 here refers just to a left inverse. In this section and the next one our 
treatment of the Bogolubov group will be purely formal however, and we will take 
A to be a vector space of dimension n, where n —• oo in the physical applications. 
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The condition that Klein-Gordon orthonormality of the basis be preserved is 
that (nA+)U(nAr) = A \ lAr for all 4>,<f>\ or the matrix 1 given by (3.6) be 
preserved: 

^ 1 0 = 1, (4.2) 

i.e. il belongs to U{ntn). Defining now ö := mti, we can also write the 
pseudo-unitarity condition (4.2) as 

0 0 = 1, (4.3) 

so that ft"1 = fl. If 0 is invertible, then also ftft = I. The condition that (3.3) 
be preserved can be written as 

'n* = sn3. (4.4) 

We now try to express il and the conditions (4.3)-(4.4) it satisfies in terms 
of the more familiar Bogolubov coefficients and the equations they satisfy [3]. 
Suppose we write, as is always possible of course, 

«-(: -•)• 
(4.5) 

where a, ß, y and 6 are complex matrices. Then (4.4) implies 6 = a* and 
7 = — /?*, and we get 

fi=U '!•) « »-ft! !')• (4-6) 

This leads to the usual form for the transformation, 
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(see e.g. [1]). Using (4.6), we sse that fltt = I is equivalent to 

act -ßßl = 1 
(4.8) 

O / ? T - / 3 Q T = 0, 

the usual form for the conditions defining Bogolubov transformations. If we 

expand flfi = I, we get instead 

at« - ßTß* = I 
x (4-9) 

01a _ a

T / 3 * = 0, 

the set of equations analogous to (4.8), for the inverse transformation. 

The commutation relations between the a's, [afc>afc,] = [a£,a£i] = 0 and 

[aÄ,aJ,] = Skk,, may be expressed in our matrix notation as 

(AA)* +SAA3 = l. (4.10) 

It is interesting to note that (4.10) does not involve the complex structure and the 

splitting of A through P±, and, using (4.3) and (4.4), it is simple to see that (4.10) 

is preserved under A »-» (IA. As an abstract relation for operators, this equation 

is about as independent of the choice of modes U as the commutation relations 

in terms of a's and a"s are, but in a sense this single relation is even independent 

of the abstract distinction between creation and annihilation operators, which is 

instead restored by the projectors P± (i.e. by J), subject to their own dynamics, 

as we will see below. It is not clear what mathematical structure is introduced 

by (4.10) into the theory, especially since A itself is not an operator on the 

Fock space. An alternative, suggestive way of writing this equation, if we define 

{a,b}* := a*b + b*a for matrices a and 6, is 

{AÄ,*}, = 3. (4.11) 

The complex structure defined by a basis U has the diagonal form if in the 

same basis. Under a change of basis (4.1), the same complex structure will have 
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the matrix form ifllil. Thus, the new complex structure /', diagonal in. U', will 
have, in the old basis U, the form ifllH. This means that, independently of the 
basis, the new complex structure is equal f > 

J' = njfl, i.e. J' = AdnJ (4.12) 

(Ado denotes the adjoint representation of the Bogolubov group). In turn, J 
defines new projection operators 

Pi = fiP^fi, (4.13) 

and, v/ith A's promoted to operators on T, we find that the transformation law 
for the particle number operator (3.11) is 

N = ÄP+A .-> N' = ÄnP+ÜA. (4.14) 

Notice that the transformation (4.14) can be interpreted in two '.vays. We either 
say, «n the Heisenberg-type picture that we have been following, that the projec
tion operator P + changes, or that P + stays constant while A changes (not just in 
the sense of a change of basis as above), analogously to the Schrodinger picture of 
quantum mechanics. Notice also that N remains unchanged if [ft,P+] ~ 0 (here 
we need QQ = I). 

To summarize, the (n-oscillator) Bogolubov group is a subgroup of r/(n,n), 
as specified by equations (4.3) and (4.4). The change of basis produced by an ele
ment fi of the Bogolubov group induces a change (4.12) in the complex structure 
onV. 
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8. INFINITESIMAL BOGOLUBOV TRANSFORMATIONS 

Let us now consider a one- parameter family of (invertible) Bogolubov transfor
mations. This can be written 

fl(j) = elH\ (5.1) 

where a is a real parameter and H an element of the Li: algebra of the Bogolubov 
group. (Actually, if H itself depends on a, then the exponent in (5.1) should be 
replaced by an integral, but this is inessential for the following.) The infinitesimal 
versions of the conditions (4.3) and (4.4) on 0 defining the Bogolubov algebra 
are then respectively 

H = H (5.2) 

(i.e. H is self-adjoint in the inner product defined by 1 on A), and 

H* = -31T9. (5.3) 

As a simple example, for n — 1 a set of generators of this algebra would be 

'-(-•,:)• - ( : : ) • ••-(::)• « 
with commutation xelations [T\T2] = 2ir 3, [T\T3] = 2ir2 and [T 2 ,T 3 ] = 21T1. 

Using (5.1), we can express an infinitesimal Bogolubov transformation by 

6U = iUHSs or 6A = -iHA6s. (5.5) 

To find the change in J we write the infinitesimal version of (4.12), 

SJ-i[H,J)Sj. (5.6) 

In the physical applications we will discuss, different quantum descriptions of the 
scalar field will be associated with different complex structures, corresponding 
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to different choices of vacuum state, so we expect that there will generally be 

a non-vanishing particle creation in going from the set of modes U to U + 6U 

(whenever [H,J] ^ 0). We can also see this more directly by computing the 

infinitesimal change in the particle number operator, the infinitesimal version of 

(4.14): 

SN =\Ä\H,P+]A- (5.7) 

If we write (5.6) and (5.7) in a basis for which J = i l , and noticing that in such 

a basis f>+ = |(I + 1), we see that the presence of particle creation depends on 

the commutator [H, 1]. Because of the form (3.6) of 1, another matrix can fail to 

commute with it only if it has nonzero entries in the off-diagcnal blocks; looking 

at (4.6) we see that this is equivalent to the known fact that two vacua differ if 

and only if they are related by a Bogolubov transformation with ß ^ 0. 

6. APPLICATIONS 

So far our formalism has been very general, and we have not specified what kind 

of physical transformations the Bogolubov transformations should be associated 

with. One important class of applications for our formalism consists in relating 

quantum descriptions of a field based on Hubert spaces % for different Cauchy 

surfaces £ belonging to a foliation of space-time. Let us therefore give a specific 

prescription for finding a one-parameter family of Bogolubov transformations 

Cl(t) corresponding to a foliation of space-time with time-like parameter t. This 

will be an extension of the conceptual and mathematical framework developed 

by Ashtekar and Magnon in [4]. In this section and the next one we will use the 

minimally coupled Klein-Gordon equation, ( = 0. 

It should be noted that, in the field theory context, to the conditions on ft we 

imposed in the formal treatment of sections 4-5, we have to add the requirement 

that it relate two unitarily equivalent Hubert spaces. In the usual language for 

Bogolubov transformations, this is expressed by saying that the vacuum of one 
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Hubert space should appear as having a finite number of particles in the other, 

or that the matrix ß satisfy the Hilbert-Schmidt condition 

J d* dk' \ßkk.\
2 = tr (# t ) < oo. (6.i) 

In our matrix language, we could write this as 

t r ( ß t f l _ n f l ) < o o , (6.2) 

or some other similar condition, like a Hilbert-Schmidt condition for P +fiP_ and 

P_f2P+ [7]; we will not implement this requirement in the following, however. 

It is shown in [4] that, given any Cauchy surface E denned by t = to = 

constant, a unique complex structure Js can be found by requiring that, for each 

one-particle state \<f>) in the (Jc-dependent) Hubert space Hc associated with 

E, the expectation value of the Hamiltonian operator Hc\<f>) := \Jz<f>) (with <f> 

defined below) be equal to the energy of the corresponding classical field, defined 

by integrating the stress-energy tensor: 

(<f>\B*\<t>}=jTabN(<dSb. (6.3) 

Here £ a is the unit future-pointing normal to E, N Is defined by NCtt = 1 (i.e. 

N(a = (d/dt)a), and the field 4> >* t n e solution of the Klein-Gordon equation 

obtained by evolving the following Cauchy data on E: 

v*k = &t<l>\u 

dti\u = {N2D*Da<t> + ND*NDa<t> - m2N24>)\u (6-4) 

= [(NK-N-1N,t)<f>,t + <f,tU}\t0, 

with Da the derivative operator of the spatial metric qa\, := ga(, + (a(b induced 

2 Physically, rather than requiring that this number of particles be finite, it might appear 
more reasonable to require that the total energy of one vacuum state should be finite in 
the other Hilbert space. But mathematically the latter is not the condition that guarantees 
unitary equivalence of the Hilbert spaces, and one does not know of a way to use it to make 
the mathematical framework well-defined. Besides, even physically the validity of argu
ments based on energy considerations seems undermined by results regarding Hamiltonian 
diagonalisation methods. 
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by <7„i on E, and K the trace of the extrinsic curvature of E, K = ? a iV e&. In 

(6.4), the second equality in the second equation holds when <p is a solution of 

the Klein-Gordon equation, and it shows that if N(a is a Killing vector field «̂  

becomes just CNt<f> = drf, since we have NK = 9»*V«(iV*6). As shown in [4], 

(6.3) is equivalent to requiring that its left hand side be real. 

Equation (6.3) determines Jz uniquely, but it does not fix the basis Ur. 

Suppose however that we are given such a basis and that we use (6.4) to evolve 

the basis to an infinitesimally displaced hypersurface t = tQ + St, i.e. we set 

6Uz:=Üz6t={üa6t}, (6.5) 

with each xta given by evolving the corresponding data (6.4). Then HT can be 

explicitly calculated by using (6.5) in (5.5), and expanding this 6UT in the basis 

U*. Thus, (6.5) is just a way of fixing the "gauge" freedom left by (6.3) in the 

Bogolubov transformations relating the bases on different hypersurfaces, in the 

sense that other possible choices compatible with (6.3) would all have given the 

same vacua: they differ by "trivial" transformations, which do not mix positive 

and negative frequencies. 

The first thing to verify is that such an Hc satisfies the conditions (5.2)-

(5.3). The first one follows directly from the self-adjointness of the operator HB: 

expanding the real quantity 

( e - 6 ) 

where we have used A; = ifftAj, we see that all eigenvalues of Hc are real. The 

second one follows from (3.3), applied to real fields <f> and 4>, expanded in the 

basis U£: 

A$ = (iJM*)* = -* K*\ = - i K***> (6.7) 

Since this expression is also equal to 9A:, we have A: = -fäHföA., and H\ = 

- S # „ S . It is interesting to notice that with (6.6) we have also shown that, with 
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tiie prescription we have adopted here to calculate 6Ut, H* really represents the 

Hamiltonian operator on A. 

We should now verify that the change (6.5) in the bas.s leads, through (5.6), 

to a new complex structure which still satisfies (6.3). For this to hold, we need the 

imaginary part of {4>\HK\$) = {<f>\Jsj>) to stay equal to zero. But this imaginary 

part is \(<j>,Jt4>) = —\AflHAf, and its change is 

(ÄflH Atf = {-\Ä~tH)lHAt + Äf(ilH, 1))HA^ + Ä^lH(iHA^) = 0, (6.8) 

where we have changed both the basis and the associated complex structure. 

Let us see now how the matrix elements of Hz can be explicitly calculated. 

Given the basis Uz = {ua}, consider the expression 

"(««,«/?) = ~ i («a, üß) = - i AUaAiß 

= AaHa

ßAß. . 

This means that Hr is just given by the Klein-Gordon inner products 

Ha

ß = i(utt,ip) = f N-1 [u"adtüß - (dtK)u0] dv (6.10) 

= I [u*a (ND*DaUß + D*NDau0 - m2Nu0) - N-\dtu*a)(dtup)] dv. 

Examples 

The simplest example is that of (say, four-dimensional) Minkowski space d , 2 = 

~dt2 + dx2 + dy 2 + dz2, with a foliation of flat spacelike hypersurfaces t = const, 

and corresponding plane wave modes H = (27r)-3/2(2a;)-1/2e i(*•*-««). The unit 

normal (a = (d/di)a is a Killing vector field; furthermore N = 1. Thus, 4> = ^f< 

and for the plane wave modes Ü* = —IUU^. This means that H has the diagonal 

form H = -a-*, and of course [üT,l] — 0, so there is no particle creation. 

3 This in fact is just the infinitesimal version of the general fact that the matrix elements of (I 
are equal to the Klein-Gordon inner products between the new and the old basis elements. 
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Consider now a two-dimensional Robertson-Walker metric expressed in con-

formally flat coordinates (17,1), 

da

2 = C(r,){-dri2+dx2), (6.11) 

and the natural foliation of this space-time defined by the rj = const surfaces. The 

unit normal to these surfaces is £ t t = C~lf2(d/dr{)a

J so N = C1^2. A complete 

set of modes is U = {(u£,u t)}, with 

uk(r,tx) = (21r)-1f2eik'Xk(V), (6.12) 

where —00 < k < 00 and Xfc(ty) is a solution of the equation 

XMI + ( f c2 + ^ f r . = °- ( 6- 1 3) 

Different sets of solutions of (6.13) will give different sets of modes, that we will 

associate with different hypersurfaces 77 = »70 == const. 

Applying now the prescription (6.5) to calculate U, we find that v,k is the 

Klein-Gordon field with data on E given by ufc|,„ = u f c ( , | , 0 and ükt1,\Vo = ukfim\Va. 

It is not simple in general to calculate iik (of course iik ^ ukf1f as a space-time 

field, since the latter is not a solution of the Klein-Gordon equation in general), 

but Ht can be found just by using the initial data on 2, with (6.10). The result 

is 

Hk\ = !<«*,«») = - [(*2 + Cm2)xUk + xi*Xt*]„ W ~ *') 

H1\ = K«;,,«*) = - \{k2 + Cm2)XkK-k + xk,„X-M1» '(* + *)> ( 6 ' H 

where we use the notation u*k = «- (the matrix elements Hk^ follow from self-

adjointness, (5.2)). It is clear that in general Hz is not diagonal and has off-

diagonal entries precisely in those blocks that mix positive and negative frequen

cies, the condition to obtain nonzero particle creation. The particular form of 

the off-diagonal matrix elements we found, with S(k + k'), is typical of the highly 

symmetrical models we have considered here. 
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Another example to which this formalism could be easily applied is the well-

known problem of relating quantum descriptions of fields given by relatively 

accelerated observers. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a simple formalism for treating general Bogolubov transfor

mations and their infinitesimal generators for a Klein-Gordon field propagating 

in curved space-time. The two main features of the formalism are its simplicity, 

due 10 the use of a compact matrix notation, and its suitability to the transla

tion of abstract prescriptions for defining vacua into calculations, for which we 

prepared the way by starting frcm geometrical considerations on the space of 

solutions of the field equation. This formalism also suggests a modification of the 

framework for quantizing fields on a curved background, by the introduction of 

the single object A, in terms of which we can write an equation corresponding 

to the commutation relations between creation and annihilation operators, while 

the question of defining the latter becomes a separate issue. In comparison with 

the theory of electricity and magnetism, one could think of A as the analog of 

the tensor Fai, while the traditional objects a and a* correspond to the fields Ea 

and Ba. Of r^'irse, Fa\, possesses no more information than Ea and Ba do, but its 

nice geometrical properties make it more natural in the theory, while its splitting 

into the "observables" Ea and Ba depends on the observer. In the same way, one 

can hope that, as the Maxwell equations are simpler and more natural in terms 

of F„(, the quantum field theory would look better in terms of A. Independently 

of this possibility, for which we don't have yet a real mathematical formulation, 

it ;.s anyway nice to be able to reduce the problem of finding vacua for a quantum 

field to some Hamiltonian dynamics form (although this still does not say how 

to actually find the Hamiltonian). 

An interesting application for our formalism, along the same lines as the 

one we have seen in section 6, would be to incorporate in it the prescription 
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for associating bases of modes to hypersurfaces using the well-known adiabatic 

approximation method. The goal of this method is to minimize the rate of 

particle production, and yield only that rate which must be attributed to the 

gravitational field, as opposed to other sources that can mimic its effect. (For 

some discussion of the sense in which the adiabatic approximation corresponds 

to minimal particle creation, see e.g. Birrell and Davies [1].) This prescription 

cannot be immediately incorporated into our formalism, because it is based on an 

iterative procedure which at the n-th stage, for each finite n, does not give modes 

which are exact solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation, but only approximate 

ones (although the associated vacua r.re perfectly legitimate ones). It is possible 

however that either the prescription corresponding to n —• oo can be expressed in 

our formalism, or that some extension of the formalism can be used also for finite 

n; notice for example that a complex structure J/n\ is defined at such a stage. 

Such possibilities are under investigation. Of particular interest would be to find 

out whether the n —* oo adiabatic approximation prescription can be defined by 

some minimal particle creation condition which can be implemented in a simple 

way in our formalism. Results in this direction were obtained by Hajictk [6]. 

Besides these applications, one could obtain a better understanding of the 

physical situation with the different vacua and the transformations between them 

by the following suggestive geometrical picture. Given a space-time (M,g)t con

sider the principal fiber bundle B whose base space is the set S of all Cauchy 

surfaces in M and whose typical fiber is the set of all orthonormal frames for V 

satisfying (3.3), with the Bogolubov group as structure group. Then the problem 

of associating a frame to each pair consisting of a Cauchy surface and a timelike 

vector field on it becomes that of finding a lift of a vector on 5 , and assigning a 

frame to each Cauchy surface in a foliation of M is equivalent to lifting a curve in 

S. Each prescription for changing the mode decomposition from one hypersur-

face to another could then correspond to the choice of a connection on B. Notice 

that, although the interesting Bogolubov transformations are the ones that mix 

positive and negative frequencies, these do not constitute a subgroup of the Bo-
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golubov group, since the subgroup of "trivial" transformations, the ones that do 

not change J , is not normal. We thus have to work with the full Bogolubov 

group. In any case, the techniques available in the study of fiber bundles could 

then be used to consider possible generalizations of the formalism to new situa

tions like topology-changing space-times, and they provide a language in which 

new questions arise that could have an interesting physical meaning. An example 

of the latter could be the question of the integrability of the connection on # , 

which physically corresponds to the fact that, starting from a given vacuum on 

a Cauchy surface E, one may assign different vacua to another Cauchy surface 

E' when the latter is reached through different foliations of space-time. Worded 

in the fiber bundle form, this reminds e.g. of the situation one encounters in the 

study of global anomalies in gauge theories coupled with chiral fermions. 
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